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A very remarkable monograph “Jean Monnet: Uniting Men” has 

recently been published by the Indian Council of Philosophical 

Research. One could think that the Council would restrict itself to 

publish highly philosophical works whose meaning could only be 

grasped by a very few human living in the rarefied sphere of 

philosophy, but on the contrary this study by Christine Devin, a French 

scholar settled for the past 30 years in India is refreshing by the 

brilliant exposure of the pragmatic views of Jean Monnet, the father of 

the European Community. Probably ‘pragmatism’ can also be a 

philosophy of life? 

Many in the subcontinent ask themselves: When Europe has gone so 

far along the path to unity, why has the Indian subcontinent remained 

divided, unable to share its basic resources?  

One of the answers is that Europe has had the fortune to find Jean 

Monnet who, with sheer will, vision and obstinacy, has worked all his 

life towards making Europe a concrete reality.  

 

But who is Monnet? 

Jean Monnet is unfortunately not well known in India and we can hope 

that Devin’s research will go a long way to fill this gap. 

Though a modest man, Monnet is a real hero of his time. It is 

fortunate that he left us his Memoirs. The great French statesman, 

who lived his entire life in the shadows of the Greats, explains the 



reason why he decided to write about himself: “My purpose is very 

practical. Some may call it a philosophy, if they prefer: but the 

essential point is to make it useful beyond the experience of one 

individual; and because the most effective way was to tell that 

individual's story, I have bowed to the rules, which were new to me, 

and told the story from my own point of view.” 

Since his youth, Jean Monnet followed a rather atypical path. Born in 

Cognac, he inherited one of the most famous Cognac brands. He did 

not like studies and never graduated, but he had other latent qualities.  

In 1914, his brilliance was noticed when, at the age of 26, he managed 

to obtain an appointment with René Viviani, the French Prime Minister. 

The young man had developed a theory revolutionary for his time: 

Since France and Great Britain were allies in the war, why could they 

not share their resources and order their war equipment together. The 

Prime Minister got interested by Monnet’s concept, and the latter soon 

ended up in London, where he started giving a concrete shape to his 

scheme. He continued till the end of the war.  

We developed habits of co-operation among nations which hitherto 

had known only relationships based on power. We placed great hopes 

in the development of the League, and the difficulties we encountered 

acted as a stimulus. It was only later that I realized how we had 

underestimated them, or rather how we had failed to dig deep enough. 

At the root of them all was national sovereignty. In the League 

Council, this prevented the general interests being seen. At every 

meeting, people talked about the general interest, but it was always 

forgotten along the way: everyone was obsessed by the effect that 

any solution would have on him — on his country. The result was that 

no one really tried to solve the actual problems: their main concern 

was to find answers that would respect the interests of all those 



around the table. In this way, the whole organization fell into the 

routine of mere co-operation.  

In June 1940, once again Monnet made a proposal far in advance of 

his time. He proposed a Union between France and UK: One flag, one 

parliament, one people. Churchill and de Gaulle were a bit reticent, but 

finally the British and the French Cabinet accepted the proposal.  

Devin recounts the episode: “That day General de Gaulle, the new 

Secretary of State for war, arrived in London. Monnet explained to him 

the project of union. As Churchill, de Gaulle was not convinced, but he 

was conscious of the grandeur of the gesture and of the effect such a 

declaration could have on the morale of the French people. The text 

was approved by the English Council of Ministers. De Gaulle called the 

French Prime Minister Paul Reynaud over the phone. Reynaud was in 

Bordeaux where the government had withdrawn. The text was read 

aloud. Reynaud asked whether Churchill had approved it. Churchill 

grabbed the telephone and said something like “Hold on! De Gaulle is 

leaving now; he will bring you the text. Everything can change with 

this proposal. Let us meet tomorrow in Concarneau”. De Gaulle left by 

plane. Monnet was about to get on a train when he learnt that the 

French Prime Minister had resigned and that the defeatists in France 

had won the day. Pétain had been chosen as the new Prime Minister.” 

Was it a coincidence that ten thousand kilometres away, in 

Pondicherry, the small French enclave in South India, the great Indian 

nationalist leader and sage, Sri Aurobindo, in a conversation with his 

disciples, pointed out at the proposal for an Anglo-French union! He 

warmly supported it, and even spoke of the possibility of India joining 

it. Sri Aurobindo was an exception, let us not forget that at that time, 

most of the Indian leaders wanted to see their colonial masters 

defeated in the war. Sri Aurobindo also believed in the unity of 



mankind, and he knew that in order to reach this state, larger 

groupings than the nation-state had to be formed. 

Monnet continued to organise the sharing of war resources between 

the Allies. At the time, he was known as a French man, on deputation 

with the British Government, working for the Roosevelt Administration. 

After the victory, both American and British acknowledged Monnet’s 

contribution as ‘crucial’. 

Immediately after the war when the possibility of a World War III was 

looming large, Monnet had an even more revolutionary proposal: To 

unite the enemies of yesterday, France and Germany. Monnet wrote: 

‘‘The course of events must be altered. To do this, men’s attitudes 

must be changed. Words are not enough.’’  

To avoid the mistake made in 1919, when the winner imposed its 

diktat on the looser, Monnet’s plan was that both countries should 

collaborate to construct the future. The main characteristic of Monnet 

was to always remain down-to-earth. Both Germany and France had to 

rebuild their industry which was bound to revive the old rivalry. 

Monnet thought to reverse the problem – what was the seed of the 

war had to become the seed of unity—his proposal was therefore to 

create a High Authority which could manage the resources in coal and 

steel for both nations. This was the birth of the European Coal and 

Steel Community, the first embryo of the European Economic 

Community (EEC). That came into existence in March 1957, when the 

Treaty of Rome created the EEC and Euratom (for atomic energy). The 

Treaties of Maastricht (1992), Amsterdam (1997) and Nice (2000) saw 

new steps towards unification. Today, 25 nations share a common 

future.  

 

 



De Gaulle and Monnet 

Reading this captivating book and plunging into Monnet’s life and 

epoch is most fascinating, because Monnet was not only a man with a 

vision, but a mover. He not only saw the possibility of a united and 

peaceful Europe but he also made it happen. During his entire life, he 

tirelessly worked for this Idea.  

In the last chapter of his Memoirs, Monnet recalls: “A very wise man 

whom I knew in the United States, Dwight Morrow [the famous 

financer and diplomat], used to say: 'There are two kinds of people - 

those who want to be someone, and those who want to do something.' 

I have seen the truth of that saying verified over and over again.” 

Monnet undoubtedly falls in the second category though he himself 

admits the usefulness of the first type: “The main concern of many 

very remarkable people is to cut a figure and play a role. They are 

useful to society, where images are very important and the affirmation 

of character is essential to the administration of affairs.” 

His contemporary, Charles de Gaulle exemplified this type. It is 

probably the reason why the two men differed on so many points (de 

Gaulle ironically called Monnet “The Inspirer”). Devin tells us: “The 

great difference between them was their idea of the nation, and the 

role that it would play in the future of humanity. For de Gaulle, nothing 

was higher than the nation. This was a fundamental and sacred notion. 

For Monnet, the unit “nation-state” was a transitional stage in history; 

it was not a permanent necessity. Under the pressure of events, the 

idea of a purely national power was bound to disappear. The greatness 

of France could not be dissociated from the greatness of a larger unit, 

that of Europe.” 

It is not that de Gaulle was uninterested by Europe, but he did not see 

its construction as a historic necessity like Monnet. He could not (or 



did not want) to understand the concept of fusion of sovereignty. 

In September 1962, a month before the beginning of the Sino-Indian 

conflict in the Himalayas, Jawaharlal Nehru met General de Gaulle in 

Paris and asked him if it was true that he envisaged a European 

Community from Atlantic to the Ural. The general gave a political 

answer: “It does not depend on the Western nations. In France, we 

never had any hostility towards the people of Russia. But France does 

not want a Russian domination or that a Russian domination lends 

weight to a communist domination.” 

De Gaulle explained that if communism disappeared or evolved, one 

could hope that Eastern Europe would establish contacts with the 

European Community and even “conclude economic, political and 

cultural arrangements between the Atlantic and the Ural.” De Gaulle 

added that it would be easier in the future for the French to deal with 

Russia than the United States: “because the Russians belong to 

Europe”.  

But that was all! The General saw the future of the European 

Community as mere ‘arrangements’ only. Monnet went many steps 

further; he developed the concept of “binding” nations by a common 

interest. When he started the European Coal and Steel Community, he 

used “coal and steel”, the raw materials necessary for a war as 

“binding materials” between the former enemies. Monnet then 

introduced the idea of “regional integration” with an autonomous High 

Authority having some defined power over the nation-states. De Gaulle 

sarcastically called it “a mish-mash of coal and steel”. 

In 1959, Hervé Alphand, a French Ambassador to the US made an 

interesting portrait of the two statesmen: “De Gaulle and Jean Monnet 

are probably the most important personalities in today’s France. But 

what a contrast! The first one is enamored of Latin culture, of the idea 



of the motherland, of the notion of sacrifice and of military discipline. 

He has a very high conception of himself because he identifies himself 

with France. He is imperious, a lover of style and form, a religious 

believer, incapable of compromise, tough with himself and with others, 

a good orator, a great actor able to take the ordinary people along 

with him. The other, farmer from the Charentes, he does not care for 

diplomas, honours, decorations, hates the nationalists; believes in the 

concept of Europe because he believes in larger groupings. He loves 

France’s exceptional qualities, but he sees France only as a parcel of 

Europe, a parcel of the world. He believes in the virtues of negotiated 

agreements, he loves democracy, hates dictatorship.” 

Alphand who worked closely with both Monnet and de Gaulle (the 

Ambassador says “the Inspirer and the Connétable [the Chief]”) 

admitted that though opposite, they had no choice but to tolerate each 

other. And they did, perhaps because “both are disinterested and 

entirely moved by ideas and ideal. And both have an extraordinary 

courage and perseverance”. 

The tragedy is that history only remembers the de Gaulles and tends 

to forget the Monnets. History loves the limelight, glamour, the shine, 

actors in front on the stage. This monograph shows a truer side of 

History and in some ways it repairs the usual prejudice. The Indian 

Council of Philosophical Research and Christine Devin should be 

complimented for this.  

Monnet himself compares the role of those who “forsake the limelight” 

to move behind the scenes with those on the stage: “In general, it is 

the other kind of people who get things moving - those who spend 

their time looking for places and opportunities to influence the course 

of events. The places are not always the most obvious ones, nor do 

the opportunities occur when many people expect them.”  



And Monnet to add: “My friend Dwight Morrow put me in this second 

category of people-and it is true that I never remember saying to 

myself: 'I'm going to be someone.' But nor do I remember thinking: 

'I'm going to do something.' What I have done, or helped to do, and 

what I have described in this book, has always been the product of 

circumstances as they arose. There has been no lack of such 

opportunities, and I have always been ready to seize them.” 

Some may argue that the time was ripe for Europe to be built, but 

history needs instruments to accomplish its tasks. The genius of 

Monnet is that he saw the moment and was able to ‘seize it’. 

 

Fifty Years ago: the Treaty of Rome 

In March 2007, we will be celebrating the 50 years of the Treaty of 

Rome which marked the official foundation of the “Common Market”: 

Monnet’s baby had started walking. Going through Devin’s research, 

one understands better what is happening to Europe today (and 

particularly its apparent stagnation). However a question remains 

unanswered: is there a possibility to use some of Monnet’s experience 

(we could say techniques) to built a common future for South Asia?  

Last year, when France massively rejected the first European 

Constitution, many analysts believe that it was due to the incumbency 

factor and the rejection of President Jacques Chirac style of 

functioning. There is some truth to this: though Chirac is the head of 

the Gaullian Party, he certainly does not have the General’s charisma. 

Whether France is able to remain one of the motors of Europe or not, 

the future will tell us, but it is certain that the groundwork done by 

Jean Monnet will remain. For a simple reason: the existing common 

institutions are here to stay. It is perhaps where the intelligence of 



Monnet lies, he worked for the future by preparing mechanisms and 

institutions which do not depend on politicians for functioning. 

Monnet realizes that history goes in one direction only: Towards a 

greater unification of the people of the world. New technological and 

communication discoveries shrink the planet every day to the size of a 

small hamlet, and international institutions may have to adapt 

themselves to follow the process, but the evolutionary movement goes 

into this direction. 

Europe has shown the way. The preamble of the new Constitution 

(rejected by the French voters) made clear that the European 

Community is ‘‘drawing inspiration from the cultural, religious and 

humanist inheritance of Europe, in other words, a common past.’’  

Reading through this unique document made me thoughtful. Could a 

similar process happen in the Indian subcontinent, with a longer 

shared history but a territory divided 59 years ago?  

The European Constitution did not disown its thorny past, but it 

resolutely tried to face the future ‘‘believing that Europe, reunited after 

bitter experiences, intends to continue along the path of civilisation, 

progress and prosperity, for the good of all its inhabitants, including 

the weakest and most deprived.’’  

So why can’t South Asia find its own Monnet, who himself said: ‘‘When 

an idea answers to the needs of an epoch, it ceases to belong to those 

who invented it and becomes more powerful than those who serve it.’’ 

Perhaps the time has not yet come.  

Another difficulty seems to be the circulation of people and ideas 

between South Asian nations; even at the end of the war in Europe, it 

was much easier to travel from one European country to another than 

it is today in the subcontinent.  



Is it possible to envisage a bureaucrat shuttling non-stop from one 

SAARC country to another, dialoguing with Gen. Pervez Musharraf, 

Manmohan Singh or Begum Zia to convince them to ‘share’ the 

resources of the region? Probably not!  

One difficulty is that the SAARC Charter is based on ideals and 

principles but not on concrete needs. From the start, Monnet had 

prophesied: ‘‘Europe will be built through concrete realisations, 

creating at first a de facto solidarity.’’ For him, it was essential to 

‘‘develop habits of cooperation among nations which had so far only 

known relationships based on power.’’ Unfortunately these habits do 

not exist in South Asia.  

Another hurdle is the fact that the subcontinent was partitioned on a 

divisive ideology. This makes the original division more difficult to 

overcome. In the European case, ‘United in diversity’ is the stated 

foundation of the Community, but the Constitution says: ‘‘Europe 

offers them (the States) the best chance of pursuing, with due regard 

for the rights of each individual and in awareness of their 

responsibilities towards future generations and the Earth, the great 

venture which makes of it a special area of human hope.’’  

Today, are all the South Asian nations ready to accept the very 

concept of ‘unity’ behind apparent ‘diversity’? It is a difficult question 

to answer. Monnet once wrote: ‘‘I was convinced that the union of 

Europe was not only important for the European themselves. It was 

valuable as an example for others, and this was a further reason for 

bringing it about.’’  

Considering that it takes decades to build such institutions (the 

process, as we see in the case of the French referendum, going 

through ups and downs), is it not time for South Asia to make a 

concrete start? India certainly can and should take the lead. One of 



the measures could be to create a Ministry of South Asian Affairs with 

a good communicator and excellent administrator familiar with 

international institution at the helm. When Narasimha Rao decided to 

reform the Indian economy, did he not appoint a bureaucrat above 

petty politics to accomplish the task? And it worked.  

‘‘To develop habits of cooperation’’ is certainly another priority, but will 

the politicians on each side of the fenced borders listen to the crying 

needs? The exercise could easily be started with water, a resource 

which belongs to the subcontinent as a whole and which has to be 

fairly shared amongst all the South Asian nations. But are politicians 

interested?  

This research is quite remarkable in the sense that it does not only 

present the life of out-of-the-ordinary man (he would not have liked 

the term ‘extraordinary’), but because it enunciates methods or 

techniques used by Monnet to negotiate and ultimately concretize his 

vision of a united Europe. It should be an interesting reading for all the 

students of politics and international relations (I am thinking more 

particularly to the IAS and IFS probationers).  

The book is divided in two parts. The first one is Devin’s in-depth 

analysis of the life and work of Monnet and the second one provides 

the reader with some extracts of Monnet’s memoirs. 

For us in India, the extracts on the genesis and the negotiations for 

the European Coal and Steel Community in 1950 are striking. This 

coincided with momentous events in Asia, particularly the invasion of 

Korea by Mao’s People’s Liberation Army (which marked the beginning 

of the Cold War). At a time when Monnet was struggling to unite 

Europe, the Korean peninsula was being divided into two parts. 

Nehru, who belonged to the first type of characters, (the one who 

loves the limelight) tried to play a role in the conflict. In the process 



he forgot to look at what was happening on his own border. Tibet was 

invaded in October by the same Mao. Fifty-six years later, India still 

suffers the consequences of Nehru’s choice. 

Sardar Patel, the Deputy Prime Minister and pragmatic leader who had 

been able to unite all the components of the dominion of India in 1947 

and who could have ‘balanced’ his ‘glamorous’ colleague passed away 

during the same year 1950. A great tragedy for India! Nations also 

need pragmatic leaders. 

One can regret that the name of the author does figure on the cover. 

It would also have been useful to have an index, but in any case, this 

research on “The Inspirer” will inspire all those reading it. Let us hope 

that the Indian Council of Philosophical Research will widely distribute 

this monograph, it would be fair to Monnet and perhaps more than to 

the man, to his ideas.  


